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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge discovery can be applied
to the mining of science and
technology databases (e.g.,
publication or patent abstract
databases such as Engineering Index,
MEDLINE, or U.S. Patents). Such
analyses are known as “bibliometrics”
or “scientometrics.” Results can be of
value to researchers, research
managers, technology information
specialists (e.g., those licensing
technologies), and strategic planners.
These professionals must keep
abreast of rapidly changing technical
domains and anticipate future
developments. This article introduces
a process of knowledge discovery that
we call “technology opportunities
analysis” (“TOA”). It shows some
indicators (operational measures of
performance) generated through
mining these technical bibliographic
databases via TOA,

TOA is an approach to mining
information concerning the process of
technological innovation. Based on a
synthesis of the many models of
technological innovation, diffusion, and
transfer, we have identified candidate
indicators of innovation status and
prospects [3]. We seek empirical
measures of those indicators through
‘Knowledge Discovery in Databases”
(KDD) processes applied via an
integrated suite of UNIX software tools
known collectively as “TOAK” (TOA
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Abstract

This paper presents a process of mining
research & development abstract databases
to profile current status and to project
potential developments for target
technologies, The process is called
“technology opportunities analysis.” This
article steps through the process using a
sample data set of abstracts from the
INSPEC database on the topic o “knowledge
discovery and data mining.” The paper offers
a set of specific indicators suitable for mining
such databases to understand innovation
prospects.  In illustrating the uses of such
indicators, it offers some insights into the
status of knowledge discovery research*.

Knowbot). TOAK combines statistical,
natural language processing, and
fuzzy techniques with domain
knowledge to perform quantitative
content analyses of information
contained in textual documents. The
approach reflects an underlying belief
that significant trends in technological
research can be identified by
sophisticated analysis of R&D
documents databases. Such trends
can then be used in assessing a
technology’s potential for growth and
related opportunities.

TOA is an instance of bibliometric
analysis . In order to enhance effective
science and technology management,
various methods have been developed
to understand the structural
relationships among scientific papers
or patent documents. These can yield
“science indicators” – e.g.,, depicting
R&D activity concentration and trends.
Some bibliometric methods use
quantitative techniques to extract and
analyze information contained in text
sources. One form examines citation
patterns among papers or patents to
detect seminal contributions, to
ascertain interaction patterns across
fields or institutions, and to forecast
emerg ing  research  areas [19] .
Co-citaflon analysis focuses on
art icles cited together in other
articles [21] to discern cognitive
linkages [20]. Co-word analysis, an
alternative to citation and co-citation
analysis, is also used to study how

* Ongoing TOA development is supported by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and the U.S. Army Tank-
Automotive Command ( Contract DAAH01-98-
X-R128). TOA is currently used to support
analyses for industry and government, and a
Windows version, TOAS, developed by Search
Technology, Inc., Norcross, GA 30071-
4701,USA,is in beta test [contact Paul-Frey for
information- e-mail: paulf@searchtech.com]



documents or terms are related.
Co-word analysis looks for words
which co-occur disproportionately in
documents. Co-word analysis can
use either pre-identified index terms
[l 8], or terms which emerge after
techniques such as “stop word”
removal and stemming have been
used on a collection of documents.
Kostoff has extended co-word
analyses to whole text co-occurrence
analyses [22,23,24]. These various
bibliometric analyses often lead to sets
of maps to portray the relationships
among different science and
technology domains (c.f., Kostoff’s
compilation at http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/
kostoff/index.html).

Figure 2 tries to place TOA in
perspective, In general, it draws upon
broader information science and
statistical techniques to elicit
bibliometric information, Step-by-step,
the TOA process first entails search
in one or more databases, lending to
retrieval of electronic document sets
on the chosen topic. Then, basic data
and text processing are applied to fuse
records (if multiple data sets), remove
duplicates, parse sentences into
phrases, and to apply thesaurus and
fuzzy matching techniques to
consolidate related data. Inductive
statistical analyses are then performed
to group terms or documents using
techniques such as Principal
Components Analysis (PCA). Then
information is represented graphically
using various linking and clustering
approaches such as multi-dimensional
scaling. Finally, composite empirical
indicators based on innovation models
are provided.

“Knowledge discovery in databases”
and “data mining”’ are rapidly emerging
fields. As such, they provide an
excellent target to which to apply the
TOA tool set.
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APPLICATION OF TOA TO THE
CASE OF KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY AND DATA MINING:
BASICS

We have applied TOA to KDD and data
mining, as a reflective effort to understand
how TOA compares With others’
approaches and to identify potential
complementary tools. This paper
illustrates the TOA process for a data set
based on searches on “knowledge
discovery” and “data mining.”

“Data mining” (“DW”) has evolved
through long-standing, though varied,
use by statisticians, data analysts, and
,management information systems
specialists [5, 10]. We explore its
prevalence in various databases
(Table 1). We pursue analysis
particularly in INSPEC, a rich,
research-oriented source database,
for abstracts containing “data

adjacent to mining” from 1986-97.
(COMP, The Computing Index. is more
oriented to trade magazines.)

In exploring the DM data set, we noted
the extensive use of “knowledge
discovery.” This led us to search on
knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) in INSPEC, yielding 307
records. Of those, 188 appear in
common With the DM data set.

Tijssen and Van Raan have
distinguished one-dimensional (list-
based) and two-dimensional (matrix-
based) analyses in bibliometrics [25].
Narin [1994] categorizes bibliometric
methods as l) activity measures (e.g.,
counts of publications or patents, by
topical area or institution), 2) impact
measures (e.g., citations), and 3)
linkage measures (e.g., evidence of
intellectual associations).[17] We
begin with activity counts in this
section, then shift toward 2dimensional
linkage measures in the following
sections.

Basic counts of keywords (subject
index terms) in the KDD and DM data
sets show that the top 50 keywords in
KDD closely match those in DM
abstracts. Furthermore, the top 20
authors and top institutions
contributing to KDD are quite similar
to those in DM. (In another analysis of

the conceptually close fields of natural
language processing and
computational linguistics, we found
striking dissimilarity between the
respective author and institutional
contributors [4]) We then considered
what particular papers said about the
relation between KDD and DM,
deciding that the relationship is indeed
close [5]. We therefore consolidated
the KDD and DM abstract sets into a
unified search set of 694 records upon
which the remainder of this paper
focuses.

There are many authors contributing
to this KDD/DM literature. After
applying TOA fuzzy and thesaurus
routines, with our review, to combine
variants of the same name, we identify
1142 authors for these 694 articles –
obviously multiple authorship is
common practice. The appendix shows
the 23 most prolific authors, with 6 or
more KDD/DM publications each.

We next pursue the institutional
affiliations of the authors. In all, 398
affiliations are identified; those
associated with the most publications
are listed in the appendix. Some 27%
of the contributions are from
companies, led by IBM. The interests
of specific companies could be probed
further by searching for websites (e.g.,
h t tp : / /www.a lmaden . ibm.com/
almaden/).

One can pursue these explorations
many ways. For instance, inspection
of the affiliations of the most prolific
authors shows a similar split between
company associations (22%) and
academic (74%). This suggests that
KDD/DM research is predominantly
academic, but with a significant
industry involvement. On an
individual level, one could explore the
worldwide web to note that Fayyad
has moved from Caltech’s JPL to
Microsoft. Such exploration offers

another angle on the backgrounds
relating to KDD/DM. For instance,
Mannila [6] notes that KDD/DM draws
upon machine learning, statistics, and
databases; Klemettinen et al. [11]
point toward the interface of computer
science and statistics in KDD/DM. We
have linked our homepage [http://
tpac.gcatt.gatech.edu] to a number of
the leading authors’ homepages. Their
self-descriptions suggest strong ties to
machine learning (for 9 of the 23 prolific
author), database systems (8), and
various artificial intelligence areas (5).

These basic analyses help ascertain
the emphases of a field — KDD/DM in
this case — and who the active players
are, They provide a nice introduction
to “who’s doing what” that can be
extended through direct interactions
with active researchers in the field, We
now turn to “two-dimensionally”
analyses that seek to uncover
relationship mining the database
information further.

DOMAIN MAPPING THROUGH
CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES

TOA performs co-word analysis to
infer underlying relationships in text
documents. Such analyses are very
useful to the analysis of bibliographic
data in the form of field-structured
abstract records, in particular, and
often focus on keywords. In TOA, we
seek first to cluster empirically related
terms and then to depict relationships
as “technology maps.”

The TOA software provides
capabilities to ‘mix and match’ a
number of grouping and linking
algorithms. In addition we have
experimented with a wide range of
these, generally speaking, ‘clustering’
approaches. One can examine co-
occurrences among various types of
terms – for instance, keywords by
authors, or affiliations by year, or

TABLE 1
Data Mining Documents in Databases (search term: data adj. mining)

Databases INSPEC ENGI BUSI COMP NTIS US PATS GTEC

# of documents 575 225 142 680 78 2 11

ENG= Engineering Index; BUSI= Business Index; NTIS= National Technical Information Service;
US PATS= US Patents; GTEC= Georgia Tech Library Catalog.
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whatever is of interest. Here, we focus
on keywords by keywords, seeking
insights into how these terms
conceptually cluster together. One can
group these co-occurring entities by
such techniques as Latent Semantic
Indexing [26, 27], Principal
Components Analysis (PCA), factor
analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis,
or Maximum Likelihood Intensity
Similarity analysis [28]. Then, one may
want to graphically represent
relationships. Techniques such as
spanning trees, Pathfinder [29], multi-
dimensional scaling, or path-erasing
[12] come into play.

We illustrate the genre with a particular
two-stage Term Cluster Mapping
approach [2]. Basically, the approach
first clusters keywords based on the
co-occurrence patterns, then maps
these showing links among those
clusters- The term cluster mapping
process entails three steps (Figure 3).

(1) identify the term clusters;
(2) build a similarity matrix of the

clusters;
(3) represent the similarity matrix in

low-dimensional mapping.

For Step 1, we chose 106 keywords
most prominent (occurring 5 or more
times) in the KDD/DM data set
excluding the search terms and direct
derivatives of them. We applied PCA
— a well-recognized statistical
procedure that generals linear
combinations of the input variables (in
this case, the occurrence pattern of the
106 keywords across the 694
documents), such that the first such
“factor” explains the most possible
variance; the second factor, the most
possible remaining variance; and so
forth. We extracted 30 such factors,
than rotated the factors so that
keywords would tend to relate either
highly or not to each factor (Varimax
rotation). We then applied a heuristic
to identify the keywords relating closely
to each factor — so-called “high
loading” terms. These are listed in the
appendix.

For Step 2, one must decide how to
gauge the similarity o 1 f the clusters
(the factors). We used a group-
average method. For example,
consider Factors 4 and 5. We average
the Pearson correlation between
“visual databases” (one of the two
high-loading terms of Factor 4) and
“decision theory” (¡.e., a normalized
co-occurrence measure of how often
the two terms appear together in
documents); “visual databases” and
“trees”; ‘spatial data structures” (the
other high-loading term of Factor 4)
and “decision theory”; and ,”spatial
data structures” and “trees” (“decision
theory” and “trees” being the high-
loading terms-of Factor 5). Carried out
for all 30 factors, this yields the
similarity matrix of clusters (factors).

Step 3 consists of representing these
similarities among factors in a two-
dimensional map (Figure

4). Positioning in the map is relative,
representing which factors are
empirically most central to this data set
(KDD/DM), where centrality is based
primary upon the strength of
similarities to the set of factors. Links
shown are based on our “Path Erasing”
approach. This is an algorithm that
begins with each entity linked to every
other, then removes links to a
designated threshold level. The level
can be adjusted; the intent is to
convey the main relationships. (In
other words, the absence of a link
does not indicate total independence,
rather notabiy less association.)
Figure 4 shows ‘Deductive Databases”
and ‘Distributed Databases” as
prominent centers, themselves linking
particularly through ‘Relational
Databases,” Note that these are
factors, not individual terms.
“Deductive Database” our name for
Factor 1, composed of two terms –
“knowledge acquisition’ and “deductive
databases.” In other words, Figure 4
is showing relations among clusters of
keywords, not among the keywords
per se.

FIGURE 3
The term clusters mapping process
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Examination of the similarity matrix of
factors, leads us to suggest two major
domains within this KDD/DM research.
Domain ‘A’ centers, around ‘Deductive
Databases ‘ Some of the individual
keywords (Note these are not shown
in Figure 4 which only shows keyword
clusters) correlating strongly include:
very large databases, inference
mechanisms, generalization, database
theory, machine learning, inheritance,
pattern recognition, interactive
systems, relational database, logic
programming, uncertainty handling,
information theory, genetic algorithms,
etc.,

(called group A). These seems to us
to be quite research oriented. The
other domain, “B,” associates with
‘Distributed Databases.’ This includes
such individual keywords (not shown
in Figure 4) as: object-oriented,
geophysics computing, information
networks, data structures, multimedia,
query, transaction processing, parallel
processing, decision support systems,
file servers, visual databases, internet,
data acquisition, digital simulation,
iterative methods, data reduction.
These seem more application-oriented
in our opinion.

The high-loading terms of “Deductive
Databases” are much more prevalent
than those of “Distributed Databases”

(238 vs. 34 documents represented,
of 694),.) it suggests that “Deductive
Databases’ is a hot area in KDD and
data mining, We also found that very
large databases is the closest term to
deductive databases, it suggests that
deductive data bases should have
strong and important applications in
the future of KDD and data mining
although it is still research driven right
now. Domain B – “Distributed
Databases” – appears to be an

emerging emphasis for KDD/DM,
possibly worth special attention by the
field.

TECHNOLOGY PROFILING USING
MULTIPLE INDICATORS

We introduce a set of derived
indicators intended to help understand
the status and prospects for ongoing
innovation (development toward
application) of the topic under study –
in this case. KDD/DM. These include:

* A.n.a.p – the average number of
authors per paper, measuring the size
of research teams;

* Rc.j – the ratio of conference papers
to journal papers, indicating rapidity of
communication.

A set of indicators has been developed
and introduced in the TOA process.
For example,

* Tn.p, the total number of papers of a
domain, describes the size of a
domain;

* Ar.p.p is the growth rate, which is the
average growth of a domain’s
documents in a certain period;

* Pc.p.p, the percentage of companies’
papers in all papers of a domain,
portraying the extent of industrial
interest:

* Na.m, which is a domain or term’s
normalized association measure with
a given data set in a certain period,
measuring the domain/term’s
association with a given data set.

The KDD/DM data set averages 3,23
authors per paper. A high A.n.a.p in a
data set implies large research teams
and that suggests application, or
experimental, or interdisciplinary group
research. A low A.n.p.p suggests more
individualistic, theoretical efforts. In
order to make a comparison, we
retrieved three other data sets from the
same INSPEC database source:
‘Database Systems,’ ‘Machine
Learning,’ and ‘Statistical Analysis.’
These, respectively, average 3.43,
3.18, and 2.94 authors per paper.
KDD/DM collaboration patterns lie in
the middle range, quite similar to those
for ‘Machine Learning.’

KDD/DM researchers are more
inclined to present their work via
conferences than through archival
journals. The Rc.j for the KDD/DM data
set is notably high – 3.0. This
compares with 0.506 for “Statistical
Analysis’; 0.578 for ‘Decision Theory’;
5.28 for ‘Spatial Databases’; 4.64 for
‘Association Rules’; 2.46 for ‘Visual
Databases’; 2.39 for “Deductive
Databases’; and 2.35 for ‘Genetic
Algorithms.’ We interpret this to
suggest that KDD/DM is a relatively
‘hot’ research area in which speed is
of the essence in dissemination of
results. We have devised a number of
such indicators – others are introduced
below in composites; also see an
extended version of this KDD/DM
analysis on our website (http://
tpac.gcatt.gatech.edu). We move on to
explore ‘two-dimensional’ indicators.

Size vs. Growth Rate

INSPEC keywords provide one way to
get at related technical topics. We
focus now on the leading 36 keywords
which are higher frequency terms in
the KDD/DM data set. (One might
prefer to use the 30 factors,
composites of the keywords, but we
chose the pre-established individual
keywords to keep this analysis dearer.)
Two key aspects of technical topics in
characterizing a research domain are
the Size (total activity) and Growth
Rate (change in that activity over time).
For each of these 36 keywords, we
examine their profile in the overall
INSPEC database (containing wm
3,000,000 abstracts for the period
1987-97, concentrating on R&D in
computing, electrical engineering, and
the physical sciences). We group them
into eight categories based on Intensity
and Growth Rate, the most interesting
being:

• Small Size; extremely high Growth
Rate — 1 term: worldwide web

• Small Size; high Growth Rate – 10
terms; (1) data visualization; (2)
association rules; (3) business data
processing; (4) visual databases; (5)
rough sets; (6) very large databases
(7) data warehouse; (8) spatial
databases; (9) pattern classification;
(10)query processing

A process for mining science & technology documents databases, illustrated for the case of “knowledge discovery and data mining”
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Focusing on these 12 terms that show
particularly compelling growth, we now
break out according to the extent of
industry involvement in R&D for each.
The rationale is that increasing
industry involvement reflects
increasing commercialization
opportunity. Figure 5 locates each
technical area by its growth rate (Y
axis) and industrial involvement (X
axis). We observe:

I) “Data warehouse” is apparently
mainly driven by companies at present.

II) Research on “Association rules,’
‘business data processing” and “very
large databases’ (group II in Figure 5)
is driven by both companies and
academia units, but companies are
notably active in these three areas.

III) “Data visualization,” “visual
databases,’ “spatial databases,” and
‘KDD/data mining’ are pushed by both
industrial and academic units,

IV) “Rough sets,” “genetic algorithms,”
and ‘pattern classification” are pushed
largely by academic units right now.

V) ‘World wide web’ shows an
extremely high growth rate, with both
companies and academic units paying
it much attention.

Examination of the full set of 36
technical areas prominently
associated with KDD/DM articles
yields additional insights. First, there
is a general trend for those topics
engaging industry researchers to be
fast growing (not shown here; see
extended paper on the website). Two
groups of technical areas deviate from
this general trend. The retrieval,
relational databases, expert systems,
and knowledge based systems. This
suggests possible maturing of the field
or slowdown in terms of research, but
possible “maturing” toward commercial
potential (determination of which would
require additional review), The second
deviant group (IV, from Figure 5)
shows relatively high growth (Within
this group “Rough sets” is still small
so might well attract industry attention
if activity increases.)

Topical Specialization

Relative emphasis is the ratio of a
keyword’s occurrences in KDD/DM
documents to the keywords
occurrences in the source database
(INSPEC). In other words, a higher
ratio implies that the technical area is
relatively particular to KDD/DM. The
relative emphasis indicator shows that
association rules, very large
databases, deductive databases,
knowledge acquisition, rule induction,
spatial database, background
knowledge, rough sets, etc., are
relatively particular to KDD/DM at
present. Except for the term
‘knowledge acquisition,” the top ten hot
fields in KDD and data mining are small

in size. This fact suggests that there
is still a very broad space for fresh
corners to take part in KDD and data
mining. It seems that people may not
have to worry who is ahead of us if
they want to join the competition of
KDD and data mining since the race
is just beginning,

Figure 6 locates the 36 technical areas,
as just discussed, in terms of relative
industry involvement (Y axis) and
relative emphasis in KDD/DM (X axis).

The two technical areas most
concentrated in the KDD/DM domain,
“association rules” and “very large
databases” both show specially strong
industry participation. IBM is notably

FIGURE 5
The development patterns of the domains with high growth rate
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active in publishing on ‘association
rules’; a number of companies are
publishing aggressively on ‘very large
databases’ (IBM, AT&T, Microsoft,
Thinking Machines, SAS Institute
Oracle, MCC). It’s interesting that the
remaining KDD/DM technical areas
are mainly academic, with the
exception of “business data
processing’ and the striking outlier,
‘data warehouse.’ This suggests that
many of the KDD/DM basic
approaches/techniques are still
predominantly being addressed in
academia. Industry might want to track
developments in these domains with
special attention to identify early
opportunities for commercial
application.

INTERPRETATION

This paper reflects application of a
combined bibliometric/language
processing approach, TOA, to profile
research in KDD/DM. We can
summarize the TOA, to process briefly
as follows:

• Information Retrieval – Boolean
search in bibliographic databases;
abstracts passed to the TOA software
for cleaning (duplicate removal, fuzzy
matching, etc.) and analysis;

• Knowledge Acquisition – Primarily
statistical approach operating in what
could be cast as a vector space model
of terms by documents

• Information Organization &
Representation – Data reduction,
mainly linear algebraic;

• Adaptive partitional clustering (e.g.
,bucketing of concepts or documents
– not illustrated here), and network
concept linking.

The application of TOA to scientific and
technical document databases is
illustrated for KDD and data mining.
Outputs of TOA include basic profiling
of the R&D activity in the target area,
mapping of technical topic
interrelationships, and composite
“science or technology indicators”[33].
A modest subset of potential indicators
has been presented. Many of these
can be extended interestingly over
time (e.g., to yield time slices indicating
changes in topical emphasis or
industry involvement?). Others can be
pursued to another level of detail (e.g.,
repeating these analyses on subsets
addressing only the work of a particular
company, or on a particular sub-topic.
to yield competitive intelligence; The
indicators presented emphasize the
main activities — the “usual.”. Another
set of indicators can spotlight the
‘unusual’ (e.g., instead of focusing on
the prominent keywords or authors,
focus on the novel abstract phrases
or authors making their first
contribution to the target domain). We
have also experimented with
reproducing TOA’s on topics, say, 6
months later to highlight ‘what’s new.’

We believe such analyses hold
potential value for a wide range of
professionals with a stake in science
and technology, for instance:

• Researchers (e.g., to identify relevant
work outside their normal domain of
inquiry and network)

• R&D managers (e.g., to familiarize
themselves with alternative
approaches being applied in a domain
of interest

• Technology information specialists,
concerned with technology licensing,
competitive technical intelligence, etc.
(e.g., to identify threats and
opportunities in a technology)

• Strategic planners and managers
(e.g., to benchmark leaders in an area
and determine whether to pursue that
area).

TOA and similar analyses can help
newcomers, such as students,
understand what is involved in the
development of a technical field, such
as KDD. They can help experienced
players in the field gain new
perspectives that can uncover gaps,
suggest new opportunities to apply
their strengths, and pose possible
linkages beyond their normal span of
interests. TOA, or other bibliometrics,
do not provide the ‘final word,’ rather,
they offer a different viewpoint that can
instigate more detailed investigations.

A process for mining science & technology documents databases, illustrated for the case of “knowledge discovery and data mining”
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